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Abstract—A datacenter’s power consumption is a major con-
tributor to its operational expenditures (op-ex) and one-time capi-
tal expenditures (cap-ex). The recurring electricity cost is often in
large determined by datacenter peak-demand under peak-based
pricing which is employed by major electric utility providers.
There is a growing interest in reducing a datacenter’s electricity
costs by using throttling techniques and/or energy storage devices
(batteries) which are readily available at most datacenters as a
backup energy source. A datacenter’s power-demand uncertainty
makes this a challenging problem, which is largely neglected
in existing work, by assuming perfect predictability of power
demand. We model this inherent uncertainty as a Markov chain
and also evaluate the risk of over/under charging batteries as a
result of the randomness in power demand. We design an online
optimization framework for peak shaving which considers Condi-
tional Value at Risk and allows for navigating cost-risk trade-offs
of datacenters based on their energy infrastructure and workload
characteristics. We show that this framework offers significantly
higher (up to 2×) cost-savings with small risks of over/under
charging batteries, compared to existing stochastic optimization
techniques. This framework leverages Markov Decision Processes
to perform online dynamic peak shaving, considering battery
degradation costs under peak-based pricing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rising power consumption of datacenters is raising

economical, environmental and scalability concerns; according

to [7], “U.S. datacenters consumed approximately 70 billion

kWh of electricity in 2014...”. This trend will reach about

73 billion kWh in 2020. Large datacenters spend millions

of dollars annually on their electric utility bills which count

toward their op-ex. Also, a large amount of money as cap-ex

goes into power provisioning for the datacenter.

Power utilities try to discourage high peak power-demands

by peak-based pricing which has two components: (i) energy

cost, and (ii) peak-demand charge. The energy cost accounts

for the overall energy consumption of the datacenter, and the

peak-demand cost is based on the maximum power-demand

(peak demand) of the datacenter over the billing cycle. The

peak-demand penalties constitute a big portion of an electric

utility bill. E.g., under Duke’s tarrifs [10], for a datacenter

with peak demand which is 40% more than its average energy

demand, the peak penalty cost makes up 50% of the overall

electricity bill. So peak-based pricing complicates the problem

of reducing electricity related op-ex, since reducing peak

demand plays a more critical role than reducing just the energy

consumption (kWh). Note that different metrics, e.g., average

performance can also capture the peak shaving effectiveness

as used in [40].

A datacenter’s power infrastructure at a high level is shown

in Figure 1. There are four major sources of power: electric

utility, renewables, batteries, and backup diesel generators

for times of power outage. Batteries were initially used as

a temporary backup energy source, until diesel generator

kicks in. However, today batteries are used as energy buffers

which are readily available at datacenters for making use of

renewable energy possible [27], [20], [40], as well as for

Demand-Response (DR) within a datacenter to reduce peak

power cost [34], [6], [32], [39]. As shown by prior work,

dual-purposing the batteries at datacenters for peak shaving

and utility backup is an effective approach. As shown in [23],

[16], this can be achieved without reducing the availability of

the datacenter, when a few minutes of backup energy is always

retained.
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Fig. 1: Today’s Datacenter power infrastructure.

As a result of these concerns and complications, there has

been a growing interest in reducing peak power-demand cost

(also referred to as peak shaving). There is a wide array

of techniques for developing effective mechanisms for peak

shaving in datacenters [15], [32], [19], [34], [35]. We can

classify existing work into two major categories: (i) throttling

techniques at the server or datacenter level which include

workload shedding and delaying to reduce power consump-

tion of servers, including hardware-based techniques to delay

workload execution have been extensively studied, e.g., dy-
namic voltage-frequency modulation states (DVFS) [28], [37];

and, (ii) using backup energy storage devices (batteries) at dat-

acenters to reduce the peak power-demand. There are different

trade-offs between performance and power reduction for type

(i) techniques which can lead to performance repercussions.

However, type (ii) techniques, which are the focus of our study,

can result in significant cost-savings with minimal performance
consequences.
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Another source of complication of the peak-shaving prob-

lem is demand uncertainty at datacenters. This stochasticity

is due to the highly variable demand of their tenants, which

is to the best of our knowledge largely unexplored for dat-

acenters. Additionally, this inherent uncertainty can result in

the risk of over/under charged batteries. The existing work

typically assumes perfect predictability of power demand [15],

[32], [14] by considering predefined datacenter power traces.

Another line of work considers power-demand uncertainty by

(i) considering power-demand variations as a process with

independent and identically distributed (iid) increments [34]

or (ii) modeling power uncertainty as a Markov chain [23].

[23] formulates an SDP for datacenter power management, to

keep the grid power within a predefined range, under real-

time power pricing, but does not explore the risk of battery

over/under charge. We try to fill this void in the literature by

exploring demand uncertainty for the peak-shaving problem

at datacenters to achieve effective cost-saving as well as

characterizing its underlying risks on the state of charge (SoC)

of the batteries. We make the following contributions:

• We present an online optimization framework for peak

shaving as a DR knob at the datacenter. This framework

considers power-demand uncertainty and battery degrada-

tion costs under peak-based electricity pricing.

• We study the risk of battery over/under charge associated

with power-demand uncertainty by presenting a general

framework for capturing this risk, exploring risk-cost trade-

offs for different valuation of risk, and also quantifying the

risk vs. benefit trade-offs as a function of different workload

properties. It is shown that bursty power-demands result in

higher cost-savings but higher risks.

• Our framework, calledMDPR, leverages a Markov Decision

Process (MDP) and Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) to

achieve significantly higher (up to 2×) cost-savings by

tolerating small risks of over/under charged batteries.

• We also consider five real-world power-demands from major

cloud providers with different characteristics and study the

efficacy of our online dynamic peak-shaving approach.

• We show the impact of battery provisioning and degradation

on the effectiveness of peak shaving using batteries. It is

observed that the efficacy of peak shaving is more affected

by battery capacity than battery degradation costs.

II. DATACENTER POWER MODEL

In this section, we introduce our model for power usage of a

datacenter. We also study the power-demand stochasticity and

model demand uncertainty using a first-order Markov Chain

(MC). To capture the battery wear-and-tear costs as a function

of charging and discharging it, we use a linearized cost model

as used by other researchers [32]. For complete list of notations

used in this section, see Table I.

A. Model Overview

Consider a slotted time model wherein each slot is ts hour,

indexed as t ∈ {1, . . . , T} where control actions are made at

beginning of each time slot. We consider each billing cycle to

expand T time slots each of ts hour duration which constitutes

our control horizon.

TABLE I: Nomenclature.

Symbol Definition 
 Power draw from grid to the datacenter (kW) 
 Power draw to the battery (charge) (kW) 
 Power draw from the battery (discharge) (kW) 
 Datacenter load (kW) 
 State of charge of the battery (kWh) 
 Peak power-demand from time 1,2, ,t (kW) 

 Minimum energy capacity of the battery (kWh) 
 Maximum energy capacity of the battery (kWh) 
 Initial and final energy capacity of battery (kWh) 

 Battery degradation cost ($/kWh) 
 Unit energy charge ($/kWh) 
 Peak-demand charge ($/kW) 
 Battery limit constant 
 Time-step duration 
 Number of time-steps in each billing period 
 Number of control windows 
 Risk valuation parameter 

 Risk measures 

Input Data: We use {Xt : 1 ≤ t ≤ T} for datacenter power-

demand time series, with Xt ∈ X = [0, Xmax] where Xmax is
maximum possible power-demand of the datacenter during any

control window which depends in part on datacenter workload

and its cooling and IT infrastructure.

Parameters: Under a peak-based pricing mechanism from the

electric utility, we use unit energy price denoted $α/kWh and

peak power penalty $β/kW. Bmin and Bmax denote desired

lower and upper bounds on the level of battery charge.
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Fig. 2: Energy flow from utility and energy storage devices

(batteries) in a datacenter.

State and Decision Variables: Consider a datacenter power-

flow shown in Figure 2. Let the state of charge (SoC) of the

batteries at each time window t be Bt ∈ B = [Bmin, Bmax].
Variables It, Ot and Dt present time-average power draw

over ts
1, from the utility to the batteries, from batteries to the

datacenter and from the utility to the datacenter, respectively.

We assume positive power-demand throughout this work2,

i.e., Dt, It, Ot ≥ 0. Define another variable Ct as the total

power-draw (power cap) of datacenter from the utility at time

t,
Ct = It + Dt (1)

1Electric utility providers calculate the peak consumption by looking at
time-average power consumption over fixed time-slots ts [10]. We refer to
these time-averaged power values as power draw in the rest of the paper for
brevity.

2We ignore the power constraints for simplification, hence Ot and It can
take any value as long as the Bt constraints are met.
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At beginning of each control window t, the datacenter power-

demand (Xt) is satisfied by choosing appropriate Dt and Ot.

At times of power surge (known as peaks in datacenter power

profile), a datacenter can tap into batteries (Ot > 0) to avoid

high peak charges from the utility, i.e., Xt = Dt + Ot. At

times of lower power-demand (known as valleys in power-

demand profile [39]), datacenter power need is satisfied from

the grid Xt = Dt + Ot where Ot = 0. However in the latter

case datacenter might decide to recharge its batteries (It > 0)
for future use, resulting in power draw from the utility as

Ct = It + Dt, where Dt = Xt − Ot, and

Ct = It + Xt − Ot. (2)

Because it is not efficient to charge and discharge the battery

during the same control window, we assume that these two

events do not happen simultaneously3. Based on equation (2),

we can rewrite state variables Ot and It in terms of Xt and

Ct as follows⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
if Xt > Ct = Dt, Ot = Xt − Ct, It = 0

if Dt = Xt < Ct, It = Ct − Xt, Ot = 0

if Xt = Ct = Dt, It = Ot = 0.

(3)

This is equivalent to rewriting It and Ot as follows

It = (Ct − Xt)
+, Ot = (Xt − Ct)

+, (4)

where (·)+ means max(0, ·). Based on our model, the state of

batteries is updated as follows

Bt+1 = Bt + ts(It − Ot), (5)

which can be rewritten by using (4) as,

Bt+1 = Bt + ts((Ct − Xt)
+ − (Xt − Ct)

+)

= Bt + ts(Ct − Xt). (6)

Since Dt = Xt − Ot, Dt = Xt − (Xt − Ct)
+, resulting in

Dt = min{Xt, Ct}. Note that here by introducing Ct as power

draw from the grid at time window t and assuming charging

and discharging of the batteries do not happen in the same

time window, we reduce three of the action variables It, Ot

and Dt to just Ct which simplifies the MDP formulation in

Section III-B.

Since in our model we are considering a peak-based pricing

mechanism, we need to keep track of the peak usage so far.

We use Yt to denote the peak power draw from the utility

during [1, ..., t], such that

Yt = max{C1, . . . , Ct−1, Ct} = max{Yt−1, Ct}. (7)

Consequently, YT denotes the peak power draw over the whole

billing cycle, and the electric utility payment

α

T∑
t=1

Ct + βYT . (8)

Note that the accurate energy term is αts
∑T

t=1 Ct but we have

absorbed the time constant ts into the price (α) for simplicity.

3We ignore losses as a result of charging and discharging batteries in this
work, to avoid further complications.

B. Power Model Under Demand Uncertainty

In real settings, a datacenter’s power-demand is not perfectly

predictable. Power-demand has been well studied via statistical

modeling techniques [8], [3], [38]; e.g., in [23] datacenter

power-demand is modeled as a first-order Markov chain. Most

datacenter power-demand follows a deterministic time-of-day

or time-of-week behavior denoted as X̄t at each time step t
plus a random residual denoted as Rt, i.e., Xt = X̄t+Rt. As it

can be observed in Figure 3, Facebook, MSN and IBM power

profiles show some level of uncertainty and have a random

residual (Rt) which we model as a first-order Markov Chain

(MC). We have tested the accuracy of our MC by comparing

the auto-correlation of the difference between the simulated

MC for Rt and one realization of it that was available to us.

The difference is observed to be deterministic.

The importance of accurate modeling of Rt lies on the fact

that shaving 10-30% of power at times of peak occurrence

can result in significant cost savings. Therefore, we use a first-

order MC to model the underlying uncertainty in datacenter

power-demand (Xt) and derive stationary transition probabil-

ities of the residual as P(Rt = rt|Rt−1 = rt−1) using the

maximum likelihood technique [2]. That is, the probability of

transition from quantized state i in the chain to the quantized

state j is estimated as p̂ij = nij/
∑n

k=1 nik, where nij is the

number of times i is followed by j in one realization of Rt.

The transition probabilities can be seen in Figure 4.

C. Battery Degradation Model

There are different ways to account for battery degradation

cost component [32], [39], [23], [22], [25]. To avoid the com-

plications of non-linear models of battery degradation costs,

we use a linearized approximation for battery degradation as

in [31], [39]. Here we take the normalized cost of power

draw from/to the battery when operating at Depth of Discharge

(DoD) of d as

λ =
W

2e(d)(Bmax − Bmin)
, (9)

where W is the cost of ownership of a battery cell and e(.)
is the function which gives the number of charging cycles

for DoD d. Based on the normalized battery cost, the battery

degradation cost is

w(q) = λq, (10)

where λ ($/kW) is battery cost per unit power dis-

charged/charged from/to the battery and q (kW) is power flow

from/to the battery. Since q = It +Ot, we have the following

model of battery cost for each time step t,

w(

T∑
t=1

(It + Ot)) = λ
T∑
t=1

|Ct − Xt|. (11)

Note that here we absorbed the time-slot duration ts into λ
term. In [23], [22], more complicated models of batteries are

discussed based on their physics. [25] uses a method known as

the Rain-Flow Counting (RFC) algorithm to count the number

of cycles at different DoDs and so have a more accurate

estimate of battery degradation costs. These more complicated

models can be adapted to our optimization framework, how-
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Fig. 3: Real data traces for 3 datacenters’ power-demand. Showing the mean time-of-day for facebook and MSN and time-of-

week for IBM power (X̄t) in dotted red line vs. real measured power (Xt). Note different time scale for Figure (b). Residual

Rt = Xt − X̄t is such that maxt |Rt/X̄t| is 10% for Facebook and 30% for MSN and 25% for IBM traces.
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Fig. 4: Transition probability of Rt with 20 quantization steps.

ever, using these models adds considerably to the state space

size4.

III. DYNAMIC PEAK SHAVING UNDER PEAK-BASED

PRICING

We now formulate a peak shaving problem using batteries at

a datacenter. Our objective is to reduce two major contributors

to datacenter operational-costs: (i) electric utility cost under a

peak-based pricing mechanism, and (ii) battery degradation

cost. Peak-based electric pricing includes a fixed per unit

energy price ($α/kWh) plus an additional peak power penalty

($β/kW ) per billing cycle. We consider a linear model for

battery degradation cost. In this section, the optimization

problem in three frameworks based on the notation used in

Section II is formulated. The first framework is an offline

algorithm called OFF which will serve as a baseline. The

second is a Markov Decision Process MDP based on modeling

a datacenter’s power usage as a first order Markov chain

(MC) as explained in Section II. The third framework, MDPR,
leverages MDP and allows for some risk of battery over/under

charge which results in significantly higher (up to 2×) cost-

savings. We also discuss the implications of these risks and

how a datacenter can manage them in its favor to achieve

larger cost-savings.

4We have verified the accuracy of this linearized model for the battery
degradation cost by comparing the empirical wear-and-tear costs to RFC
method and observed very small gap.

A. Offline Peak Shaving

The following offline formulation (OFF) linear program

will serve as a baseline. In it, the auxiliary variable Zt and

its related constraints account for battery degradation costs as

a function of energy flow from/to the batteries as originally

defined in (11).

OFF : min
Ct

[
α

T∑
t=1

Ct + βYT + λ

T∑
t=1

Zt

]
,

subject to: Yt ≥ Yt−1, Yt ≥ Ct, Ct ≥ 0,

Bt + ts(Ct − Xt) = Bt+1,

Bmin ≤ Bt+1 ≤ Bmax,

Ct − Xt ≤ Zt, Xt − Ct ≤ Zt,

B0 = BT = (1− ε)Bmin + εBmax.

Note that dependence of control action Ct on Bt and Xt is

through the constraints Bt+ ts(Ct−Xt) = Bt+1 and Bmin ≤
Bt+1 ≤ Bmax, which implies the following bounds for control

action Ct

(Bmin − [Bt − tsXt])
+/ts ≤ Ct ≤ (Bmax + [tsXt −Bt])/ts.

(12)

The initial and final state of battery for each billing cycle are

set to be the same: (1− ε)Bmin+ εBmax, where ε = 0.8. We

also convert the maximum function in (7) to the following,

Yt ≥ Yt−1, Yt ≥ Ct. (13)
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In this formulation perfect knowledge of datacenter’s power

is assumed. Therefore this method is useful only when a

datacenter’s power-demand is highly predictable (which is the

case for some well-established datacenter’s workload).

Why Account For Uncertainty in Power-Demand? Due to

uncertainty in real datacenters power-demand profile, we need

stochastic optimization techniques to use our MC modeling

of power-demand uncertainty. Note that just relying on the

predictable part of power-demand X̄t, will result in intractable

battery over/under charge states which is discussed under

OFFDET in Section IV. There is a large body of work on

predicting datacenters power profile [8] but most of these

techniques are very specific to the datacenter and its tenants’

behavior. In order to deal with this uncertainty more effec-

tively, we introduce the MDP framework in the following

section to minimize the risk of battery over/under charge.

We observe considerable drop in cost-savings under MDP
approach, so, we introduce MDPR which relaxes the battery

constraints and give the datacenter operator the freedom to

control the amount of risk that can be tolerated as its cost-

savings increase largely.

B. Peak Shaving Under Demand Uncertainty: Online MDP
Framework

In this section we introduce a Markov Decision Process

(MDP) which leverages the Markov chain modeling of power-

demand as described in Section II. We assume the determinis-

tic part of power-demand (X̄t) is known and the residual Rt is

modeled by a Markov chain, so the optimization is performed

on Xt = X̄t + Rt. The objective is to minimize the expected

cost at each step t. In our model the overall cost is composed

of electricity and battery degradation costs. By building upon

the notation used in Section II, the immediate cost function is

h(Ct, Rt, X̄t, Yt, Bt, Yt−1, Bt−1) = αCt + β(Yt − Yt−1)
+λ|Ct − (X̄t + Rt)| (14)

Since the value of Rt is not known until the end of time-step

t, the state of battery is updated as

Bt = Bt−1 + ts(Ct − (X̄t + Rt)). (15)

The Markov Chain is characterized with transition probabili-

ties

P(Rt = rt|Rt−1 = rt−1), (16)

as defined in Section II-B. Also there is a dependence on Yt−1
(peak power till time-step t−1) and Bt−1 (SoC of battery at t−
1). So we define state variable as a 3-tuple St = (Rt, Yt, Bt) ∈
S = R × Y × B. Consequently we define the immediate cost

function as

h(St|St−1, Ct) = αCt + β(Yt − Yt−1) +
λ|Ct − (X̄t + Rt)|. (17)

Because of the uncertainty in power-demand (Rt) for each

time-step t, we work with the expected cost at each time-

step t and define the objective function of our MDP to be a

minimization of the expected cost of datacenter’s immediate

cost function (17) over the optimization horizon T . For the

terminal state we solve the following

HT (ST |ST−1) = min
CT

E {h(ST |ST−1, CT )} (18)

subject to: CT ≥ 0, YT = max{YT−1, CT }, (19)

BT = (1− ε)Bmin + εBmax. (20)

Finding HT for all feasible ST is the first step of optimization

when performing backward induction for solving the MDP.
The optimal expected cost of all feasible terminal states (ST ) is

defined as HT (ST |ST−1) assuming being in the state (ST−1)
at time T−1. For time t = T−1, . . . , 1, we solve the following

MDP :

Ht(St|St−1) = min
Ct

E {h(St|St−1, Ct) +Ht+1(St+1|St)}
subject to: Ct ≥ 0, Yt = max{Yt−1, Ct}, (21)

Bt = Bt−1 + ts(Ct − (X̄t + Rt)), (22)

B0 = (1− ε)Bmin + εBmax. (23)

Consequently, the optimal action at each step is derived as

follows

C∗t = argmin
Ct

E {Ht(St|St−1).} (24)

MDP Limitations: The MDP is a staged algorithm that

iterates over all possible play actions and hence the space

needs to be dicretized. Discretization error can be reduced

by choosing a higher number of quantization steps but at

the cost of higher time-complexities. We consider uniform

discretization for Bt and Xt to MB and MX distinct values

respectively. Based on our observations, Ct and consequently

Yt will take at most MX values. The computational complexity

of MDP is O(MBM3
XT ) assuming that each sub-problem is

solved in linear time O(c). If the underlying MC changes very

frequently this approach can be less effective5.

Discussion of Risk vs. Efficiency of MDP Framework:
As discussed earlier, in real settings the value of Rt needs

to be estimated at time of decision making. In our MDP
framework, the value of Ct is decided based on expected

future costs by considering all possible realizations of Rt.

Based on this Ct, the excess energy needs of the datacenter

(Xt − Ct) needs to be drawn from the batteries (Ot) and

also the energy surplus which is drawn from the grid when

Ct > Xt should be charged to batteries (It = Ct − Xt). The

MDP framework works based on future expected cost, hence

control action Ct may have some error, and the values for

It and Ot can result in battery over/under charge. A typical

MDP framework tries to minimize the risk of violating battery

constraints by avoiding risky control actions. However, this

conservative approach may result in considerably lower cost-
savings for the datacenter. In order to improve the effectiveness

of MDP, we use the Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) to relax

the battery constraints in the next section. CVaR has also been

used in [41] for households and under real-time electricity

pricing, assuming that the underlying power uncertainty is

modeled as a Weibull process. Here we present our optimiza-

5However there are ways to update the optimal policy and we will
investigate this issue in our future work.
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tion framework by modeling power-demand uncertainty as a

MC and also characterize the risk-cost trade-off for datacenters

with different power-demand characteristics.

C. MDP with Risk of Over/Under charged Batteries

In order to improve the performance of MDP, we relax

the battery state’s constraints and instead use a risk valuation

parameter θ to define the immediate cost function as follows,

hθ(St|St−1, Ct) = αCt + β(Yt − Yt−1) +
λ|Ct − (X̄t + Rt)|+ θ1{(Bt>Bmax)∨(Bt<Bmin)}, (25)

where Bt = Bt−1 + ts(Ct − (X̄t + Rt)). This immediate

cost function can be used in the same framework defined

in Section III-B. Again, the added penalty to the immediate

cost function is called CVaR in some other works [41], [1].

So, we introduce a modified version of the MDP formulation

with immediate cost function hθ and denote this peak shaving

method with risk as MDPR.

MDPR :

Ht(St|St−1) = min
Ct

E {hθ(St|St−1, Ct) +Ht+1(St+1|St)}
subject to: (21), (22), (23).

The Risk of Battery Over/Under Charging: The CVaR in

the cost function is a theoretical risk measure that captures

the cost of battery over/under charge over a control horizon

of length T . The implications of this risk for a datacenter and

the applications running in it are different under the following

conditions: (i) if the datacenter over-provisions for the risk,

then the effects are minimized at an additional cost, (ii) if

there are hard limits at the datacenter (in terms of battery

capacity and power capacity from the utility), then additional

demand response is necessary to alleviate the effects of power

overage at the datacenter. There is a wide array of throttling

techniques to achieve a certain power draw at datacenters [17],

[16], which have performance repercussions as a result of

delaying or dropping of application’s workload [37]. Our peak

shaving framework can be extended to account for the cost of

performance degradation of applications as discussed in [37],

we plan to do this using a principled approach as our future

work. However, in next section we discuss the implications of

the risk on different datacenter workloads and how it can be

alleviated in a reactive fashion, while achieving higher cost-

savings comparing to other stochastic frameworks.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup and Methodology

In this section, we evaluate our peak shaving approach using

real-world traces and utility prices of Duke electricity in South

Carolina [10]. Our focus is on the peak-based pricing scheme.

We present the following results: (i) the efficacy of our peak

shaving framework (MDPR) for one synthetic and three real-

world traces and its comparison to our baselines, and how

datacenters can use this framework to achieve better cost-

savings by tolerating small risks of battery over/under charg-

ing, (ii) the risk vs. cost trade-off under MDPR, and (iii) we

study our offline peak shaving framework for different demand

traces with different characteristics and discuss optimal battery

provisioning for different workload types and its effects on the

efficiency of peak shaving using batteries.
Configuration and Parameters Setting: We consider a

discrete-time model where each time-step has the length

ts = 1/4 hr=15 min for IBM dataset and ts =1/6 hr=10 min

for the other four datasets. We consider T time-steps as our

control horizon, constituting the billing cycle T ·ts = 24 hours

(1 day). So, T = 96 for the IBM dataset and T = 144
for the rest of the datasets as listed in Table II. We have

limited data (4 days-27 days), so by choosing a shorter control

horizon we can study the efficacy of our approach more

robustly under consecutive applications of the optimization.

The number of days are N = 4 for the MSN dataset and

N = 27 for the other four datasets. All the datasets’ power-

demand are scaled for a 3 MW datacenter, for comparability

of the results, except for the synthetic trace which has 3.8 MW

power cap. We choose the pricing parameters, α and β, from
Duke electric utility provider [10]. We use the normalized

battery degradation cost λ = $0.021/kWh for the IBM dataset

and λ = $0.014/kWh for the rest of the datasets, based on the

linearized model and the price of Lithium Manganese Oxide

(LMO) battery from [31]. Maximum battery capacity is chosen

to be 4290 kWh which is a reasonable choice for a 3 MW dat-

acenter6 [25], however, we examine different battery capacities

and prices in Section IV-E for completeness. We assume bat-

teries operate up to 70% Depth of Discharge (DoD) and so the

minimum battery charge is Bmin = 0.3 · Bmax = 1287 kWh.

A summary of all these parameters is listed in Table II.

TABLE II: Parameters

Parameter Value 

 $0.011/kWh, $0.016/kWh 

 $17.09/kW 
 $0.014/kWh, $0.021/kWh 

 4290 kWh 
 1287 kWh 

 0.3 
 0.2 
 0.8 
 10 min, 15 min 
 144, 96  

Peak Shaving Techniques
at a Glance: We consider

the case with no peak shav-

ing under peak-based pric-

ing as a reference point

labeled baseline in some

of our results. We compare

the following peak shaving

techniques: (i) OFF (with-

out risk), (ii) OFFDET (with

risk), (iii) MDP (with min-

imal risk), and (iv) MDPR
(with tractable risk). OFF finds the Ct, achieving the opti-

mal cost-savings and assuming perfect knowledge of power-

demand. OFFDET just assumes knowledge of the determinis-
tic component of the power-demand X̄t and performs peak

shaving solely based on it using OFF framework. OFF does

not result in any over/under charging risks but OFFDET can

possibly lead to over/under charging batteries. The MDP
approach results in minimal over/under charge of batteries.

Finally, under our proposed framework (MDPR), the battery

constraints are tractably relaxed by choosing risk valuation

parameter θ. Our baselines are OFF and OFFDET which

we compare against MDP and MDPR and also how the

cost-savings can improve for different datasets under MDPR.

6The power capacity of the battery is sufficiently large to service a 3 MW
datacenter for 10 minutes, however, our focus here is on the energy capacity
of batteries.
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We investigate the interesting trade-offs of cost-savings and

over/under charging battery risk (which we refer to as just

“risk” in the following sections) as a function of workload

characteristics.

B. Power Demands and Evaluation Metrics

We work with five real-world and one synthetic power-

demand profiles as listed in Table III with some selected

statistics.

TABLE III: Summary of datasets statistics.

 
Dataset 

 
PAR  

 
P70 

 
CoV (  

 
MSN 1.48 0.98 0.23 

Facebook 1.39 0.89 0.12 
IBM 1.32 0.78 0.09 

Media Server 1.57 0.39 0.14 
Google 2.01 0.22 0.33 

Syn-Google 1.84 0.26 0.26 

Google: This power-demand is based on a single day trace

of Google datacenter [12] where the servers run a mixture of

map-reduce and web-search jobs. As it can be observed in

Figure 6a, there are tall and narrow peaks for this workload

which results in higher cost-savings after peak shaving.

Media Server: This power-demand is based on a single
day trace from a media streaming server [21]. There is a

power spike every few hours as new clients start watching new

videos, see Figure 6b. For this power-demand and the Google

trace, the OFF algorithm is sufficient because of absence of

demand uncertainty (Rt = 0). So we use these two datasets for
our offline analysis under OFF for studying impact of battery

provisioning on peak shaving comparing to other datasets.

Syn-Google: We added a synthetic random process to

the Google dataset (with up to 50% of the average power

draw), to study the efficacy of MDPR algorithm under higher

uncertainty. The synthesized residual is a simulated birth-death

process with a = 0.3, b = 0.2, R0 = S15 and M = 20, see
Figure 5.

    

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

Fig. 5: Homogeneous Birth-death process with a = 0.3, b =
0.2, used for simulated residual Rt to be added to Google data

to create Syn-Google power-demand trace.

MSN: A power-demand trace from an MSN facility [3] with

uncertainty where wider peaks are observed, see Figure 3b. 4

days worth of data is available for this datacenter (N = 4).
Facebook: The power-demand from a Facebook datacenter

that runs map-reduce jobs is reported in [4]. The power-

demand has wider peaks compared to Google and Media

Server datasets, which results in lower cost-savings after peak

shaving using batteries, see Figure 8a. The residual for this

(a) Google [12] (b) Media Server [21]

Fig. 6: Power-demand for Google and Media Server datacen-

ters (1 day duration, T = 144) with their optimal control (Ct)

under OFF.

dataset can be well captured by a first order Markov chain as

explained in Section II-B.

IBM: We use the power-demand of a production datacenter

operated by IBM for 8 of its large-scale tenants. The aggregate

CPU utilization of the tenants with a mixture of CPU inten-

sive and non-intensive workloads is converted to its power-

demand7. We also have scaled the power-demand for a 3MW

datacenter to be consistent with the rest of the datasets.

Peak Shaving Opportunity Parameters: We use Peak Av-

erage Ratio (PAR) and P70 parameters, as measures for peak

shaving potential, based on [37]. P70 is defined as ratio of data

that is higher than 70% of the peak. We show these values for

all datasets in Table III, where higher PAR may correspond to

taller peaks, and lower P70 may corresponds to more narrow

peaks.

What is Risk? We define risk parameters Γ as the probability

of battery state of charge (SoC) falling outside the desired

range B = [Bmin, Bmax] and Γ90 as follows:

Γ = P(Bt /∈ B) ≈ 1
N

∑N
i=1 Γi, (26)

Γ90 = 90th percentile(Γi), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N}, (27)

where Γi =
1
T

∑
t∈[(i−1)T+1,...,iT ]

γt (28)

and γt = 1{Bt /∈B}. (29)

Let the normalized cost of each dataset j be fj(θ) (depicted

in Figure 9), we can define the following two values for risk

valuation θ,

θs,j = arg min
θ

fj(θ), s.t. Γ90(θ) ≤ 0.1, (30)

θr,j = arg min
θ

fj(θ), s.t. Γ(θ) ≤ 0.25. (31)

We drop the index j and refer to these two values as θs and
θr, where θs yields lower risks (is safer) and θr is a more

risky choice but with larger cost-savings. These values for all

datasets are listed in Table IV.
C. Comparing Efficacy of Different Peak Shaving Frameworks

In this section we present cost-savings for all 4 datasets

under OFF, OFFDET, MDP and MDPR in Figure 7 and

the risk of battery over/under charging Γ is labeled on the

bar-plots, no label means Γ = 0. These results are based

on the parameters in Table II. As it can be observed under

7The CPU utilization of the tenants is reported which is converted to
estimated power utilization using power usage effectiveness as explained
in [26].
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TABLE IV: θs, θr values for different datasets.

  
Facebook 120 100 

Syn-Google 900 160 
MSN 190 180 
IBM 70 30 
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Fig. 7: Comparing cost-savings for different algorithms with

their associated risk Γ labeles. Bars with no label show Γ = 0.

OFF, higher cost-savings is achieved for datasets with more

demand spikes and tall and narrow peaks e.g., Syn-Google has
around 23% cost-savings since it has lower P70 and higher

PAR corresponding to narrower and taller peaks respectively.

Lowest cost-savings are obtained for Facebook and IBM

datasets (around 10%) which have shorter and wider peaks

and hence lower PAR and higher P70. The MSN dataset has

higher cost-savings than IBM and Facebook datasets, while it

has slightly higher P70 than those which corresponds to wider

peaks; but higher PAR and CoV for MSN dataset suggest more

oscillation and hence higher cost-savings for this dataset.

Under OFFDET, almost the same cost-savings are achieved

but with a considerably large risk, from 0.68 to 0.78, which is

as expected since the demand residual is ignored when solving

the optimization. Recall that OFF framework’s assumption of

perfect knowledge of power-demand is impractical and under

demand uncertainty this can result in very high risks. The

MDP framework shows considerably lower cost-savings than

the OFF, e.g., Facebook and IBM cost-saving is reduced by

almost 50%.

Finally, we look at MDPR results in Figure 7. We present

the result of peak shaving under MDPR framework with two

values of θs and θr corresponding to more conservative and

risky control actions respectively, see (30) and (31). MDPR
for θs achieves significantly higher cost-savings compared to

MDP with very small risk (less than 0.08). However θr shows
much higher cost-savings than MDP and OFF but with higher

risk (up to 0.2).

A Closer Look at Risk of Battery Over/Under Charging:
The true risk of over/under charging of the batteries under

MDPR is depicted in Figure 8. We now take a closer look at the

control actions Ct, where θ = θs (a more conservative choice)

for Facebook, Syn-Google, IBM and MSN datasets. The SoC

of the batteries Bt under MDPR is shown over one sample

control horizon and the red horizontal dotted lines represent

Bmin and Bmax. For the Facebook dataset, we observe a more

smooth battery SoC with a drop which starts at 60th time-step

to shave the peak at 67th time-step. There is a very minor

undercharge for four time-steps which is resolved after the

peak since there is a drop in the power-demand (valley). For

the IBM dataset, after shaving the peak at 54th and 59th time-

steps, Bt drops below the limit (Bmin) and stays below Bmin
since these consecutive peaks are followed by an almost flat

power-demand. For the Syn-Google dataset we observe more

oscillatory behavior for battery SoC, since there are many large

spikes in the power-demand. Similarly to the Facebook trace,

there is a valley after each peak for Syn-Google which makes

it a suitable power-demand for peak shaving and results in

considerable cost-savings (24%) under MDPR. However, there
are overcharging and undercharging of battery as a result of

large spikes in power demand.

(a) Facebook. (b) IBM.

(c) Syn-Google. (d) MSN.

Fig. 8: An example of risk profile of control decisions Ct,

under MDPR, where θ = θs for Facebook, IBM, Syn-Google

and MSN. Horizontal dotted lines represent Bmin and Bmax.

How to Manage this Risk?
Usually battery undercharge happens as a result of higher

than expected power-demand after or during peak shaving.

Therefore, additional reactive throttling mechanisms can alle-

viate this problem, but the actual battery thresholds need not

be strict and may allow for some extra energy draw to avoid

scenarios where power needs are not met, at time of battery

undercharge. Note that extra energy discharge will result in

higher costs than regular wear-and-tear costs (λ) because of the
non-linear relation between battery life and its DoD [31]. Also,

throttling techniques result in performance degradation for the

workload which can be captured by delaying and dropping

penalties as suggested in [37]. We have accounted for this

additional cost in a general fashion using CVaR parameter θ
in our model. However additional reactive mechanisms can

minimize the impact of this risk for the datacenter.

For battery overcharge there are two possible cases whether

or not it is followed by undercharge. If followed by an under-

charge, e.g., Syn-Google at t = 60, the overcharge is needed

to accommodate the future excessive draw from the battery,

e.g., Syn-Google t = 70. Therefore, by avoiding overcharge

there will be a need for undercharge alleviation in following
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(b) Syn-goolge.
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(c) IBM.
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(d) MSN.

Fig. 9: Risk vs. cost-saving trade-off for different values of θ.

time-steps as explained above. However, if not followed by

undercharge, the battery overcharge can be minimized by

controlling It and setting thresholds on the battery SoC.

Key Insights: (i) The OFF framework is not suitable for

datacenters with demand uncertainty. (ii) The MDP frame-

work shows lower cost-savings comparing to optimal solution,

however, by using risk parameter θ in MDPR framework,

cost-savings increase significantly with very small risk. (iii)

This introduced risk can be alleviated by additional throttling

techniques in form of reactive control.

D. Characterizing Risk vs. Cost Trade-Off

Here we look at risk vs. cost trade-off under MDPR frame-

work. Recall the risk valuation parameter θ from (25), which

specifies the sensitivity of MDPR to risk. We obviously expect

that a larger value of θ results in more conservative control

actions while smaller θ results in riskier control actions (Ct).

In order to navigate this trade-off, we use the risk parameters

Γ and Γ90 as defined earlier in (26) and (27). We run the

experiments for N = 27 days for Facebook, Syn-Google and

IBM datasets and N = 4 days for MSN dataset. We choose

θ ∈ [1, 1100] to achieve a reasonable characterization of this

trade-off for all datasets. We use two values: θs and θr, where
θs yields lower risks (is safer) and θr is a more risky choice

but with larger cost-savings.

We present the complete risk characterization for all datasets

in Figure 9. For all datasets, larger θ decreases risk and

increases cost, as expected. Also, cost-savings double by

tolerating small amounts of risk (0.1-0.2) for all datasets.

Because of considerably higher uncertainty in Syn-Google

dataset (up to 50% of average demand), higher risk is observed

compared to Facebook, IBM and MSN datasets. However

higher cost-saving is achieved for Syn-Google because of tall

and narrow peaks in its power demand. We observe the drop

in Γ and Γ90 at smaller θ values for the Facebook and IBM

datasets because of lower variation hence lower CoV. However,

the risk for datasets with higher CoV e.g., MSN and Syn-

Google drops at larger values of θ.
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Fig. 10: Normalized cost vs. risk for θ = 100 for Facebook,

Syn-Google, MSN and IBM datasets.

Normalized cost vs. risk for θ = 100 and all control

windows (N ) is shown, in Figure 10. The Facebook and IBM

datasets have very similar characteristics and we see similar

risk-cost trends, specially for conservative control actions

(Γi < 0.2). However, there are billing cycles for which peak

shaving results in higher risks (Γi > 0.6) for Facebook since

θ = 100 is a riskier option for this dataset than for IBM, see

Figure 9. The Syn-Google dataset exhibits lower costs than

the other three datasets because of its tall demand spikes, but

with higher risks (∀i, Γi > 0.1), as a result of larger Rt.

Key Insights: (i) There is an interesting trade-off between risk

and normalized cost which can be navigated by datacenters

to achieve significantly better cost-savings (up to 2×) by

tolerating small risks. (ii) Workloads which are bursty and are
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more suitable for peak shaving, result in better cost-savings

but will impose higher risks, as a result of higher uncertainty.

E. Impact of Battery Provisioning and Cost

Here we show the offline analysis for battery provisioning

and degradation cost due to a datacenter’s use of peak shaving.

All the results are derived by OFF algorithm. We look at

different battery capacities and degradation costs in Figures 11.

As it can be observed the capacity of battery does not affect the

amount of cost-savings for IBM, Media Server and Facebook

workloads considerably, since these workloads have very low

CoV, see Table III, and their peak can be effectively shaved

with a 4.29 MWh battery. However, for the Facebook dataset,

we see a small decrease in normalized-cost since its peaks

are followed by valleys. The Google, Syn-Google and MSN

datasets have higher CoV and as observed in Figure 11a, they

can benefit from larger batteries. These datasets have tall and

narrow peaks and more oscillation (peaks are followed by

valleys), see Figure 6a, 8c and 8d.

We also studied the effect of battery degradation cost on

the amount of cost-savings for these datasets. As it is shown

in Figure 11b, there is very small effect on the cost-savings

because of the large gap between peak penalty and the energy

cost (α and β). There is a slight increase in normalized cost

when the battery degradation is 10 times larger (0.1).

Key Insights: (i) By increasing battery capacity, Google

and Syn-Google cost-savings increase considerably (15% cost

reduction for Google and 10% for Syn-Google). (ii) Battery

degradation costs does not play a critical role in the amount

of cost-savings when doing peak shaving for other datasets.
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ent batteries.

Fig. 11: OFF algorithm result showing impact of battery

capacity provisioning and battery degradation cost on optimal

cost-savings due to peak shaving.

V. RELATED WORK

Reducing Energy Cost at Datacenters: The first body of

work focuses on under-provisioning power cap for datacenter

to reduce infrastructure costs (Cap-ex) [17], [18], [15], [16],

[3], [23], [39], [14]. This is possible by applying control

mechanisms to keep the power draw within the maximum

provisioned power cap using power throttling to deal with

power emergencies in this under-provisioned environment. A

more recent body of work on datacenter power management

focuses on peak shaving techniques which can be classified

to two major categories: (i) approaches which modulate the

demand by shaping the workload by dropping or delaying

workload e.g., DVFS-capable CPUs [13] which throttles the

workload to meet energy cap, and (ii) hardware methods to

reduce energy consumption without affecting the workload

performance, e.g., using batteries [15], [32], [19], [34], [35].

[39] presents a hierarchical framework using different battery

types at datacenters. In these works there are different battery

models presented which consider depth of discharge or their

underlying physics [30], [22], [24] .

Using Batteries for Demand Response in the Grid: There
is a large body of work on performing DR in households (using

batteries)[11], [29], [41], [9], [5]. In [33], the authors model

residential load DR using MDP under real-time electricity

pricing but the battery degradation cost is not considered in

their model. [41] considers the risk of power over/under flow

when using a MDP approach for scheduling DR in the grid.

However they consider real-time energy pricing and do not

study the risk-cost trade-off. In [5] a nested MDP framework

is introduced for optimizing battery usage when working in a

regulation market.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present an online peak shaving framework for data-

centers with demand uncertainty. We consider complications

of peak-based utility prices and battery degradation cost in

our optimization framework. We also evaluate the amount of

risk of battery over/under charge as a result of underlying

stochasiticty in power-demand. Datacenters can navigate cost-

risk trade-off through our proposed framework, to achieve

higher cost-savings while tolerating small risks.

In our future work, we plan to leverage optimal policy

adaptation when the underlying MC changes over time. We

also plan to couple our optimization framework MDPR with

existing demand modulation techniques, e.g., [37], to reduce

the risk of battery over/under charge. Finally, we are working

on developing a completely online framework based on the

statistics of datacenter power-demand.
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